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Abstract. Given a regular language L we construct a pure context-free grammar G SI ch that L 
is pure context-free if and only if L = L(G). Since the problem “L = L(G)‘?” is decic.ahle for a 
regular language L and a pure context-free grammar G, it is decidable whether a regul*.r language 
is pure context-free. 
1. Introduction 
In classical formal language theory it was customary to divide the alphabet of a 
grammar into two parts: terminal and nonterminal symbols. Only words consisting 
entirely of terminal symbols were considered to belong to the language generated. 
The main reason for this distinction, in our opinion, is the linguistic background 
of the theory, where nonterminals are thought to represent syntactic classes. To 
support this opinion we want to point out that originally in the related field of 
(biologically motivated) Lindenmayer systems such a distinction was not made. 
In recent years a number of papers has been published studying so-called pure 
grammars, i.e., grammars where no distinction in terminal and nonterminal letters 
is made. Examples are [4], [2], and [3]. Sentential forms of Chomsky grammars 
also are very closely related to the concept of pure grammar (sentential form 
languages of context-free grammars are pure context-free languages, etc. For some 
results concerning sentential form languages see [9. 6, 7]), So the study of pure 
grammars seems to enrich formal language theory and we may hope that from this 
study more insight is gained also in the classical theory. 
In the field of pure grammar theory there are more open problems than solutions 
up to now. As an example, there is a number of open questions concerning 
connections of various classes of pure languages to classes in the Chomsky hierarchy. 
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This paper solves one of these problems: We prove that It is decidable whether a 
rel.ular language is pure context-free. 
,I brief outline of the structure of this paper follows. Section 2 gives basic 
definitions and a technical lemma used in the proof of the main theore;n. Section 
3 irtroduces the notion of compatibility and gives reductions to pure grammars of 
more special type. Finally, in Section 4 for a given regular language L a pure 
context-free grammar G is constructed such that L is pure if and only if L = L(G), 
a problem known to be decidable (see [8]). 
2. Preliminaries 
WC expect the reader to be familiar with the basics of formal language theory. 
For uncxplaintzd notions we refer to [5] or [I]. 
A pure corrwxt-free grammar (pcfg for short) is a triple G = ( V, P, S ), where V 
is an alphabet, S or: V+ a finite set of axiums, and P c I’ x V* a finite set of r~ks 
or prmiuc~tiom. As usual we write a -j x for (a, x ) in P. We say that a word s over 
\’ Jirwtlv yic’,‘d.s ;i word )’ over V according to the pcfg G, in symbols 
.I. *,; 1 (s 3 1’ if S i(; understood) 7 . 
if thcrc m-c words 14, \t* over C’ and a production cl + P in P such that 
1 -- rra li’, 1’ = 141’lt’. 
I-1 C; J -= {.v in I/‘:’ ! there is 11’ in S such that II’ =+‘!I s ). 
A hguagc is called pure cmtust-frw (pcf for short ), if there is a pcfp G generating 
it. 
Example 2.1. Let G’=(V,S,P,S), L-- I’, t x a context-free grammar. Then G = 
11’. P, (S)r is :i pcfg generating exactly the: sentential form language I.+&?‘L For 
r~~lts concerning sentential form languajrcs, set, e.g., [9. 6, 71. 
The proHen WC arc dealing with in this paper is to dccidtl whether a given 
rc‘gular language can he generated by a pcfg. To our knowledge partial solutions 
10 this prohim have been given in two papers: In [h] it is shown that it is decidable 
whcthm :I regular language is the sentential form language of a minimal linear 
“r6imrn:u. ~4 in IS 1 it is shown to be decidable whcthcr ;i regular language OWI ? 
fl4 ] I\ p1’. 
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In what follows we will construct, for giv‘ n vegular L, a pcfg G such that L is 
pcf if and only if L = L(G). One of the problems arising in the construction is to 
find a bound on the length of rules necessary (the length of the rule a -j x is 1x1, 
where 1x1 denotes the length of x). For the computation of such a bound we need 
a lemma, proved after making some remarks. 
Given a language L c V*, the syntactic congruence -L of L is defined by 
s -L y if and only if [or all II, t’ in V*: 
usu in L if and only if ~yo in L. 
It is well known that & is regular iff -1 is of finite index, i.e., the number of 
classes mod L is finite. Moreover, if L is regular, the classes mod L are regular 
languages and effectively computable (this last sentence holds for a more general 
situation: Given a congruence - of finite index on V*, the classes mod - are regular 
languages 1. 
Given a congruence -on V*, we will denote the class of a word x by Xs. 
Let L c V* and consider its syntactic congruence -L_. We can define a partial 
order on the set of classes in the following way: 
c + c’ if and only if for all classes cl, c2: 
cIc’c2 g L if c,cc2 c L. 
It is obvious that :<I indeed is a partial order and if L is regular, then + is 
effectively computable. 
Proof. As mentioned above, the classes mod - are regular languages. Let for a 
class c ‘, T(c’: be the set of pairs of classes (c, c”) such that 
f (h-7 1” )Cc. ( c’ ’ n p ’ )(’ ” c (” ” 
and Ict A z= L), I IJ, ,, ‘, w5-1 1’ + k”. 
Thx A is cffectivcly regular and, fro n the construction, the words of A cm he 
dwcmqxwd 41 the desired way. 
WC show that B = c’* -A is finite. l,;deed, assume that B is infinite. Since B is 
rtzgular. thcrc arc words r, s, t. s f A, such that rs*t G B. Let i be the index of -. 
C’~~llSCqUtZIltl j', 
i 
for certain numbers k, 1, ,‘;‘, I’, 1 5~ k -.. 1 s i + 1, 1 s k’s< I’ s i + 1, 
rs’ - r.s’. Sk t --Lt. 
Let 14 = r.y ‘, c = 3” ’ “I ’ ’ and ~1 = sL t. Then IIL: - 14, cw - w and c f A, hence 
~f.~‘\~* in A, a contradiction. So R is finite and rrl = I + max{Is[ 1,~ in B} is a nu.mber 
satisfying the lemma. 3 
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3, Compatible rules and reductions 
3ne of the central notions of this paper is contained in the following definition. 
Definition 3.1. Let a in V, x in C’* and L c V*. The rule a +x is cornpatibie with 
L ~compatible, for short, if L. is understood), if UXL’ in L for all II, u in V* such 
that ulac in L. Foi a in V, L, = {x in V* 1 a +A- is compatible}. 
The following lemma shpws that L, is an effectively computable regular language. 
Lemma 3.2. Let L c V* he a regular language, a in V, and let, for w irz V*, M’ 
dcnotc the class of w mod L. Then 
i i I 61 + s is cornpatihle ific ci i 1. .K 
Cii I L,, = l.J S. 
(I’ , \ 
Proof. The proof immediately folit.ws from the definition of -I and 5-z,. El 
I‘hc techniques of Section 4 make it necessary that we can restrict to rules of 
Icngt h greatt:r than. or equal to 2. Since A never is an axiom, this exch:des the 
applicability of these techniques to regular languages containing A. Fortl.rnately. 
this difficulty can be avoided by standard constructions. 
Let VA = (N in b’ ] A in U_ u (A})J. The discussion above shows that VA is eifective. 
Proof. Since the arguments for the proof run along the same lines as for other 
types of grammars, we merely give the construction and leave the details to the 
rcxicr. 
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Lemma 3.4. Let L be a regular language. Then L v(h) is pcf if and only if L is pcf 
andLn V,’ ~4. 
Proof. Obvious. q 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 show that the general problem is decidable if it is decidable 
whether a h-free regular L can be generated by a pcfg with lengths of rules greater 
than or equal tc 2. 
4. A decision procedure for A-free regular languages 
The aim of this chapter is to construct for a given A-free regular language L a 
pcfg G with rules of length greater than or equal to 2 such that L is pcf if and only 
ifL=L(G). 
Consider an arbitrary h-free L. 
Our first construction restricts the possible sets of axioms. Before giving the 
construction, we agree that when speaking of pcfg’s in the sequel we assume without 
mentioning that for rules a +s always x in L(a ) := L, ~-1 V’V*. 
Let V’be a primed version of V such that V n V’= C) and let p be the sube,titution 
on c’* defined by p(a) = {a, a’} for a in V, (T the substitution on (V u V’? defined 
by cr(a ) = {a} for a in V and cr(a’) = L(a) for a’ in V’, and let 7 be the transduction 
defined by H.Y) =p(x)n V*V’V*. Let !V = L -g(r(L)). 
Proof. (i) Obvious. 
(ii) Assume there is an s in N which is not in S. Consequently, there is an axiom 
.(: in S, a word ~7 in L such that s +* y ax. Let 14, w in V”, a in V, t’ in V’V* 
such that c( -+ 1~ in P, J = uaw, _Y = ucw. Then .V is in ~(70 H, a contradiction. This 
proves N c S. To show the cxistencc of G’, let x be in S-N. From the definition 
of N it follows that .V in cr(~@)) for a word ~1 in L, so there is an cl in V, t’ in Lb7), 
id, w in \,‘* S.Z. s = UCW, 1’ = ZUW. If s is an axiom with s +* ~1, then s # x because 
of the definition of L(n) and since P cmly contains rules of length greater than or 
equal to 2. Consequently, G I = ( V, P u (a + c), S -{s}) also generates L. Repeating 
this reduction finally leads to a grammar of the desired form. (!Vo?e that n + L’ in 
the reduction step above may be found cffccticcly.: Z 
Remark 4.2. Note that Lemma 4.1 gives a first necessary condition on L to be t 
pcf: !V must be finite. Also, in the sequel we may tacitly assume that sets of axioms 
under consideration are equal to N. 
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Before proceeding with our construction we need a few additional notations. 
Let T be the set ol’ all triples (S, ), z -1 of classes mod L such that .TjY 5 L. 
For classes S, i define . 
and let 
I ct - be the congruence on V* defined by 
and let uz be a number satisfying Lemma 2.2 with respect to this congruence -. 
Wotc that - indeed is of finite index.) 
In what follows, we will show that L is pcf if and only if L = L(G ). where 
G = ( V, {n -+ s 1~1 in V, x in L ((I ). 1s 1-c IN}, N 1. As a first step we prove the following 
lemma. 
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Case 2. ~~=rr’,y=r’uv’t’,s=tv”~~~‘~*z ,wheref~O,r’#h,v’t=v,O~/v’j< 
1~1. (Note that t is uniquely determined and not equal to A, and because of Iv’* /> IUL’W 1
y does not meet MI) 
Assume first that Ia 1. Then y -r’uv’, s - twz?. Consequently the rule b + r’uv’ 
is compatible and Ir’uu’i < lyl =G k. Moreover, rbs -rbtwz2, so t 1~vw~2 = rr’uv’twz-, 
can be generated in a way contradicting our assumptions. Therefore I = 0, i.e., 
21 = rr’, y =r’uv’ and s = tv”-’ wz2. But in this case s - twz2, rbtwz? is in L and 
rr’uv’twtZ = .zluvwf~. Therefore b = a and r’uv’= uvw. This gives rise to case (a). 
C’ase 3. ~2 =s’s, y = v’vIws’, r=ziuv ’ -I ‘t’ where IHI, s’#A, ~+‘]<lvl, 
t’c’ = v. This case is symmetric to Cast: 2 and gives rise to case (b). We leave the 
details to the reader. El 
We are now ready to prove the main Theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Let m be as defined abot 2 and let G = ( V, P, N j, where P = (a -+ _Y Is 
in L(a 1, 1x1 < 172). 
Then L is pcf if arld only if L = L (G 1. 
Proof. Assume L is pcf but L f L(G 1. Consequently, ;en arbitrary pcfg &’ generating 
L has to contain a rule a +.Y, lx i 2 m 
Let Gl = ( t’, P ,, N) tx a pcfg with the following properties: 
(i) LtG,) = L. 
(ii) There is a rule c1 + z in P1 with maximal length It 1~ m such that G; = 
( V, P, -(a + z}, N) does not generate L. 
(iii) If h + y is compatible and 2 < Iy/.: jz j, then h -+ y in PI. 
Since L f L(G ) and L is pcf, such a grammar exists. Consider the rule a -+ z 
specified in (ii). Since I= 13 nz, z admits a decomposition z = uvw where v f A, 
1lV - 14 and v~’ - ~1. Again, because of condition (ii) there is a nonempty 
words in L such that each .t- in A satisf es the assumptions of Lemma 
respect to the rule a -+ mw. 
Let for .Y in A 
set A of 
4.3 with 
Proof of the claim. We define an injsctivc but not surjective mapping f from 
M(~,uL~“w~~) to M(x,,j based on cases \a) and (b) of Lemma 4.3. 
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Let (r, S) in M(rg~.~“wz~). 
(r, twz2) if case (a) holds, 
(2 gft’, s) in case (b), 
where notation is as in Lemma 43(ii), Lemma 4.3 shows that f(r, s) is in n-l&). 
To show thatf is injective, assume that (r, S) # (rl, sl) butf(r, S) =f(rl, sl). Because 
of f luz?ws1= ru~,‘ws =Z~UI?WZ~, rl is different from r and s1 is different from s. 
Therefore, for one of the two pairs (r,s), (rl,s*) case (a) of Lemma 4.3 holds 
and case (b) for the other, say case (a) holds for (r, s). Then 
(r, trvz~) =f(r, s) = f(r1 I s,) = (ZlUf’, s), 
and .f(r, s) in M(xo) yields 
x,, = z lUL:WZZ = z ,ut’uvwtwZ~ 
which is impossible since t, f’ f A. 
To ;how that f is not surjectk cnnsider (z !, z 2) in M(Q). Assume (t 1, z 1) = f(r, s A 
where (r, s) is in M(z~zw”K~). If case (a) holds for (r, s), (~1, ~2) =f(r,s) = (r, twzz) 
which is impossible since r f A. Similarly, case (b) cannot hold for (r, s ), and 
consequently no such pair (r, s ) exists. Therefore, f is injective but not surjective 
and this proves the claim, but on the other hand contradicts the choice of so. We 
conclude that G1 cannot exist. ri7 
As already mentioned before, the existence of the test grammar G of Theorem 
4.4 yields the decidability of the problem whether a given regular language I. is pcf. 
Proof. It is decidable whether L = L(G ) for the grammar G of Theorem 4.4 (see 
[Xl). ‘L’: 
The following corollary is a simp:e consequence of the above theorems. The 
details of the proof are left to the reader. 
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